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Regulatory Barriers to Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises: 

Top 7 Findings of the Study  

 
1. The effect of liberalisation on MSMEs, vis-à-vis large-scale units, has been skewed in 

favour of the latter, as is rather evident from the following statistics discovered through 

the course of the paper: 

 

Years 

 

Factories (%) Employees (%) Gross Output (%) 

SSI Large SSI Large SSI Large 

1980-81 to 1984-

85 

-0.6 11.9 -2.1 2.1 0.6 8.7 

1985-86 to 1990-

91 

0.7 15.0 1.5 0.5 7.9 9.6 

1990-91 to 1995-

96 

0.2 13.7 0.1 1.1 5.0 9.3 

 

2. The regulatory norms governing the entry of MSMEs extend to: registration, licensing 

and procedural norms associated with starting a business, acquiring a construction 

permit and registering property. It is interesting and significant to note that while 

starting a business involves 12 steps in India, acquiring a construction permit takes 27 

procedures and registering property spreads across 7 steps. These barriers are seen to 

restrict entry into the MSME sector. 

 

3. The continuance of MSME units is influenced largely by legal stipulations corresponding 

with labour, credit and taxation. Taxation poses a hindrance to MSMEs in terms of the 

number and protracted nature of payments to be made: on an average, firms in India 

make 33 tax payments annually; spend 243 hours a year filing and paying taxes and the 

total tax payment amounts to 61.7% of profit. 

 

So far as labour is concerned, MSMEs are hit by the ‘over-legislation’ that we witness in 

the field of labour law, with 44 central legislations and over 150 state legislations in 

place currently. Most of these laws are redundant and inapplicable to the micro and 

small units. Further, the scattered nature of this plethora of statutes makes compliance 

challenging for MSME units. Problems associated with credit include low credit 

availability, coupled with high credit cost. 
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4. The absence of a defined exit procedure, despite Section 25 of the MSMED Act, 2006 

requiring the formulation of one on part of the Central Government within one year of 

its enactment, is significant. This allows for arbitrariness on part of banks when resolving 

insolvency and finalising exit proceedings. A statutory framework focusing on 

facilitating revival, or at least an easy exit, is imperative. 

 

5. In a global context, the Indian business environment, further shaped by its regulatory 

climate, can be summarised as follows; herein also lies a comparative study between 

India’s performance in 2013 and 2014, whereby it fell by 2 rank points on the Ease of 

Doing Business Index, from 140th to 142nd. 

 

 

DB TOPIC/ PARAMETER DB RANK 2015/2014 ALONG 

THE TOPIC  

DISTANCE TO FRONTIER 

SCORES 2015/2014 

Starting a Business 158/ 156 (-2) 68.4/ 65.54 (+2.88) 

Dealing with Construction 

Permits 

184/183 (-1) 30.89/ 29.70 (+1.19) 

Getting Electricity 137/ 134 (-3) 63.06/ 62.55 (+0.51) 

Registering Properly 121/115 (-6) 60.40/ 60.40 (-) 

Getting Credit 36/ 30 (-6) 65.00/ 65.00 (-) 

Protecting Minority Investors 7/ 21 (+14) 72.50/ 65.83 (+6.67) 

Paying Taxes 156/ 154 (-2) 55.53/ 55.64 (-0.11) 

Trading Across Borders 126/ 122 (-4) 65.47/ 64.89 (+0.58) 

Enforcing Contracts 186/ 18 (-)  25.81/ 25.81 (-) 

Resolving Insolvency 137/ 135 (-2) 32.60/ 32.43 (+0.17) 

 

6. In order to gauge the movement of India along the Doing Business Index, and assessing 

its progress in terms of establishing a more conducive regulatory environment to MSME 

growth, the Distance to Frontier score serves as a more suited yardstick, as against the 

Doing Business Rank. It is observed that India presents a promising picture here; 

starting a business, dealing with construction permits, getting electricity, trading across 

borders and resolving insolvency have all become easier to negotiate. 
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7. Taking into consideration the above-stated prime findings, as also other secondary data 

studied as part of the research, policy recommendations were moved to the following 

effect: the need to draw up a distinction between micro, small and medium enterprises, 

on a policy level; was recognised; minimisation of procedural compliances required for 

starting a business; more evolved monitoring mechanism with respect to finance for 

MSMEs; simplification of the labour regulatory framework; requirement for a simpler 

taxation procedure, along with non- ambiguity in taxation laws; establishing a sound 

legal framework for an exit scheme.  


